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Central Lincolnshire Local Plan Examination 

Matter 6, Issue 8 – Policy S75 (RAF Scampton) 

Hearing Statement prepared on behalf of the Defence Infrastructure Organisation 
24th October 2022 

1. Introduction 

1.1 This Hearing Statement has been prepared by Avison Young on behalf of the Defence Infrastructure 
Organisation (the DIO).  

1.2 As the estate expert for the Ministry of Defence (MoD), the DIO is the organisation responsible for the 
management and future disposal of RAF Scampton, LN1 2ST (the Site), which currently forms part of 
the Defence Estate.  

1.3 This Hearing Statement sets out our comments with respect to the issues and questions raised by the 
Planning Inspector regarding Matter 6 (‘Sustainable Urban Extensions and Regeneration Opportunity 
Areas’) of the Examination of the Central Lincolnshire Local Plan Review. Specifically, it sets out our 
position concerning ‘Issue 8’ of this matter which relates to Policy S75 (RAF Scampton) of the Draft 
Central Lincolnshire Local Plan (CLLP).  

Further Context 

1.4 This Hearing Statement should be read alongside the DIO’s previous representations made and 
submitted concerning earlier stages of the CLLP preparation. As set out within previous 
representations, following extensive consideration of the military’s requirements, the decision was 
made to close RAF Scampton (as the Site is surplus to the Ministry of Defence’s future needs). It is 
anticipated that the Site will become vacant from March 2023.  

1.5 Given that the Site comprises an important available development opportunity within Central 
Lincolnshire, with a significant proportion of brownfield land there is a fundamental need for the CLLP 
to plan successfully for its future use.  

Statement of Common Ground 

1.6 The DIO has prepared and agreed a Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) with West Lindsay District 
Council (WLDC) and the Central Lincolnshire Joint Strategic Planning Committee (CLJSPC).  This 
document, included as Appendix I of this Hearing Statement, has been prepared to confirm and clarify 
the level of agreement on the CLLP, and particularly Policy S75 of the submitted plan which relates to 
RAF Scampton.   

1.7 Importantly, the SoCG includes a proposed re-wording to Policy S75 which was agreed further to 
discussions between the DIO, WLDC and CLJSPC.  
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1.8 We set out our position in respect to the various questions posed by the Inspector concerning Matter 
6, Issue 8, below: 

2. Issue 8, Question 1 – What does the Plan safeguard RAF Scampton for until the site is vacated? 

2.1 The Site is currently predominantly used as an operational airfield and military barracks. It also includes 
various other ancillary and complimentary defence-related uses and facilities. It is the home of the No.1 
Air Control Centre, a deployable mobile command and control unit of the RAF whose remit is to protect 
the UK’s airspace from hostile aircraft. It is also home to the RAF Aerobatic Team (the Red Arrows) and 
a Mobile Meteorological Unit. 

2.2 The Site will continue to be used for its military-related purpose during the period leading up to its 
forthcoming vacancy (and prior to its disposal). Once the Site is vacated and disposed of, the land and 
buildings on-site will no longer be used for military-related purposes.  

2.3 Given the above context, there is no requirement for the CLLP to safeguard this existing use 

3. Issue 8, Question 2 – Once vacated, what mix of uses and scale of development does Policy S75 
permit? Is it appropriate to defer decisions over the use and scale of future development to a 
masterplan, which would not be subject to examination in the same way as a development plan 
document? 

3.1 Under Policy S75 (noting the re-worded version of this policy set out within the submitted SoCG), RAF 
Scampton is proposed to be identified as an Opportunity Area within the CLLP. The current policy 
identifies (amongst other matters) that the specific mix of uses and quantum of future development 
is to be agreed through a masterplanning process in due course.  

3.2 RAF Scampton is one of a number of Opportunity Area locations within Central Lincolnshire identified 
for the delivery of significant and sustainable regeneration  Within Paragraphs 12.4.1 and 12.4.2 of 
the CLLP, ‘Opportunity Areas’ are defined as being: 

“Areas within Central Lincolnshire where development or redevelopment is either sought or expected and 
where a planning policy framework would help to ensure that the future of the site or area is sustainable. 
The reason for needing such a framework depends on the pressure for change and the context of each site 
and the inclusion of an area in this section should be seen as an in-principle support for change, providing 
it is consistent with the ambitions for the site.” 

3.3 It is further stated that: 

Given the varying levels of uncertainty for each site and the different specific reason for wanting to 
manage growth in each location, some policies are more or less flexible than others. Relevant 
development proposals in all locations should be subject to the corresponding policy and other policies in 
this plan”.  

3.4 As set out within previous representations made on behalf of the DIO (during earlier stages of the 
CLLP preparation process), there is a fundamental requirement for the CLLP to plan effectively for the 
future use of the RAF Scampton site (given that this large and strategically important, largely 
brownfield landholding is due to become vacant during the Local Plan period). For this reason, we 
consider that the currently proposed approach within Policy S75 is appropriate as this will allow for 
much needed flexibility concerning the future development of the Site.  

3.5 Whilst any future masterplan for the Site would not be subject to an examination process, it has been 
agreed in the SoCG that the Masterplan will be adopted as a Supplementary Planning Document 
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which would be subject to public scrutiny and a democratic process.  Redevelopment proposals at the 
Site will thus still be required to come forward on the basis of a robust evidence base and ultimately 
will be required to be assessed and approved through a planning application process in due course. 
As such, under Policy S75, any future masterplan for the Site will still be required to undergo relevant 
scrutiny and consultation requirements inherent within the planning process in due course.   

3.6 We also highlight that the use of similar ‘Opportunity Area’ designations has been accepted by the 
Planning Inspectorate for England previously concerning Local Plans adopted elsewhere. To assist, we 
include examples of similarly used approaches within adopted Development Plan Documents within 
Appendix 2 of this Statement (namely excerpts from the adopted Cambridge Local Plan 2018 
concerning both the Eastern Gate Opportunity Area and Mill Road Opportunity Area). 

4. Issue 8, Question 3 – What is the justification for considering the ‘value’ of the airspace above RAF 
Scampton and within 5 nautical miles of its centre, including for any ongoing need for use by The 
Red Arrows? How would this be determined as part of a planning application process? 

4.1 As set out within the submitted SoCG, the DIO disagree with the inclusion of the airspace and the 
requirement to understand the value of the airspace as part of Policy S75 (and as part of any future 
masterplanning process).  

4.2 The use of the airspace does not require planning consent and therefore cannot be controlled by 
Policy S75. 

4.3 The SoCG, however, reflects a proposed amendment to the wording of S75 in the ‘main modifications’ 
which recognises that any continued use of the airspace would need to be considered as part of the 
masterplanning process. 

5. Issue 8, Question 4 – What evidence has been prepared to support the allocation of the site and 
demonstrate the likelihood of an alternative scheme coming forward, having particular regard to 
impacts on heritage, highways and the provision of necessary infrastructure?  

5.1 In support of our earlier CLLP representations, the DIO has submitted a range of evidence base 
documents which support the broad principle of redeveloping the Site (and which have informed the 
inclusion of S75 within the CLLP). These include: 

- Heritage Desk Based Assessment (dated August 2020) 

- Preliminary Ecology Appraisal (August 2020) 

- Transport And Access Statement – Phase 1 (August 2020) 

- Scampton Utilities Assessment (August 2020) 

5.2 The above-mentioned assessments demonstrate an understanding of the Site’s constraints and 
opportunities, and ultimately set the scene for a variety of different potential uses coming forward in 
the future (subject to comprehensive masterplanning). 

5.3 The above documents also sit alongside the wider strategic evidence base documentation prepared 
by WLDC and CLJSPC in support of the CLLP.  

5.4 In addition, the forthcoming masterplanning process for the Site (required under Policy S75) will be 
underpinned by further evidence (specific to the proposals being developed at this stage).  
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6. Issue 8, Question 5 – In the event that the RAF leave the site, what is the justification for 
criterion k)? 

6.1 Part K of CLLP Policy S75 currently identifies that any future masterplan for the Site would be 
expected to “demonstrate any ongoing Ministry of Defence use or operation at the site or in the airspace 
and provide a full assessment of how this use will be compatible with the proposals and will not hinder its 
deliverability or sustainability or result in any safety concerns”.  

6.2 As set out within our response to Issue 8, Question 1, once the Site is vacated by the MoD and 
disposed of, the land and buildings on-site will no longer be used for military-related purposes and 
MoD’s position is that the site will be vacated free of all encumbrances. However, given the potential 
opportunities afforded by the airspace it is not possible to preclude a situation  where the airspace 
above the Site is continued to be used by the RAF or other aviation uses in the future (following the 
MoD’s vacation and disposal of the Site). It should also be noted that Part K allows for a situation 
where continued use of the airspace forms part and parcel of any future use of the site.  

6.3 As such, and as set out within the submitted SoCG document, the DIO agrees that should the airspace 
continue to be used [for aviation] this will need to be taken into account with regards to the design, 
layout and uses on part of the Site. However, this need not limit the work on any future masterplan 
(subject to the impacts of this constraint on future development being fully understood at 
masterplanning stage). 

6.4 Given this context, the DIO broadly supports the principle of Policy S75 Part (k).  

7. Issue 8, Question 6 – Policy S75(m) requires future development proposals to demonstrate that 
they are deliverable and viable. Is this not a requirement of the policy itself? 

7.1 Whilst a substantive evidence base has been presented to support the broad principle of 
development at the Site, given the potential flexible range of uses that could come forward at the Site, 
there will be a requirement to ensure that the future masterplan (and mix of uses proposed via this 
document) are both deliverable and viable. This approach will help to ensure that future development 
proposals at the Site are sustainable (and will help to avoid any long-term vacancy of the Site in the 
future).  

7.2 The DIO therefore supports the inclusion of Part (m) within Policy S75. This approach helps to ensure 
that any future masterplan is informed and underpinned by robust viability evidence (which in turn 
will help to ensure that future development there is realised). This again aligns with the requirement 
to ensure that the CLLP properly and successfully plans for the future use/development of the Site. 

8. Issue 8, Question 7 - Is criterion (g) achievable and effective given the nature of the site and 
potential for reusing buildings?  

8.1 As set out within the appended SoCG, it is agreed that the DIO, WLDC and CLJSPC will work together 
through the masterplanning process to produce a site-specific energy and embodied carbon position 
and strategy for the Site.   This approach will help to ensure delivery of carbon net zero principles at 
the Site as much as possible (reflecting consideration of key site constraints and opportunities).  

8.2 To reflect this agreed position (and to ensure greater flexibility, Policy S75 part (g) is now proposed to 
be worded as follows:  

“Be supported by a site-specific energy and embodied carbon strategy for the site which investigates the 
opportunities on the site to deliver net zero carbon development including the potential to offset the energy 
use of existing homes on the site” 
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Appendix I (Statement of Common Ground) 



Statement of Common Ground between the Central 
Lincolnshire Joint Strategic Planning Committee, West Lindsey 
District Council and the Defence Infrastructure Organisation 
September 2022 

Introduction 
This Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is between the Central Lincolnshire Joint 
Strategic Planning Committee (CLJSPC), West Lindsey District Council (WLDC) and the 
Defence Infrastructure Organisation (DIO). It has been prepared to confirm and clarify the 
level of agreement on the local plan, and particularly Policy S75 of the submitted plan which 
relates to RAF Scampton.  As part of the wider plan-making process, this document will be 
available to members of the public (i.e. as part of WLDC/DIO Local Plan Examination in 
Public related documentation) in due course.   The development of Policy S75 in the 
Proposed Submission Draft of the Central Lincolnshire Local Plan is based on joint-working 
between the aforementioned parties.    

Background and Governance 
The CLJSPC is the Local Planning Authority for plan making purposes for Central 
Lincolnshire and WLDC is the Local Planning Authority for development management for the 
area which includes RAF Scampton – both are public bodies. The DIO is part of the Ministry 
of Defence, acting as its estate expert, supporting the armed forces to enable military 
capability by planning, building, maintaining, and servicing infrastructure.  

The development of Policy S75 has been informed by ongoing joint-working between the 
Local Planning Authorities and the DIO including through regular meetings and sharing of 
information with the shared goal of ensuring that the decommissioning of RAF Scampton is 
undertaken sustainably. 

Representations were submitted by the DIO during the consultations on the Local Plan and 
these comments, and other representation received, have informed the development of the 
policy.  

This Statement of Common Ground reflects the current position between CLJSPC, WLDC 
and the DIO.  Regular meetings will continue to take place between the parties, discussing 
the on-going strategic planning matters as the Central Lincolnshire Local Plan progresses 
through the examination process and beyond. 

Policy S75 
Areas of Common Ground 
Site-specific policy 
All parties support the inclusion of a site-specific planning policy which provides a framework 
for the development of RAF Scampton in the Submission Draft Local Plan on the grounds 
that the site is soon to become available and has significant potential and strategic 
importance in Central Lincolnshire going forward.   

Previously developed land 
It is agreed that the site contains areas of previously developed land and that in the context 
of paragraph 119 of the NPPF (2021) that development should be directed to brownfield 



land.  The site comprises of two main areas, the technical area, which comprises of a 
number of buildings used for military purposes laid out in a campus style format and the 
airfield which includes extensive runways, dispersals and taxi areas as well as large areas of 
open green space. 

Proximity to Existing Settlements, Accessibility and Connectivity 
It is agreed that there is an existing residential settlement immediately to the south-east of 
the airbase and that the site is located in proximity to the City of Lincoln with direct access to 
the A15.  The connectivity from the current residential settlement at RAF Scampton and 
other nearby settlements beyond the base is limited, with no dedicated walking or cycling 
provision between existing settlements and limited bus services.  There are a number of 
services on the site including convenience store, nursey, primary school, youth hub, gym, 
allotments, play park, sports/football pitch, basketball court and skateboard park. 

Character of the Surrounding Area 
It is agreed that the site is in an elevated position on the Lincoln escarpment and that, whilst 
care will be needed to ensure an appropriate design and layout on the site to minimise any 
visual impacts, there is potential for a mix or range of uses on parts of the site. 

Heritage  
It is agreed that the site contains a number of heritage assets which are an important part of 
the site, reflecting the rich and unique military history and significant historical and cultural 
events that have taken place on and from the base.   As such the CLJSPC, WLDC and the 
DIO agree that any future development must sustain and enhance the heritage assets and 
their settings in a manner appropriate to their significance.   

It is agreed that we CLJSPC, WLDC and DIO will work together to ensure the heritage 
assets on and around the site are appropriately identified and that their significance is fully 
described and any impacts managed appropriate to their significance through the master 
planning process. 

Availability of the site 
It is agreed that the site is part of the Defence Estate owned by the MOD and has been 
identified as being surplus to the military’s future requirements.  If the site is not sold to 
another public sector body it will be subject to the Crichel Down process.  

Site Master Plan 
It is agreed that it is appropriate for Policy S75 to require the development of a Master Plan 
in conjunction with and to be approved by the Local Planning Authority (WLDC). It is agreed 
that this provides the best way of providing a framework to bring the site forward for delivery.   

Status of Master Plan  
It is agreed that Policy S75 provides a suitable framework for the development of a Master 
Plan and that as such an Area Action Plan with Development Plan Document status is not 
required.  It is also agreed that the appropriate status for the master plan is that of a 
Supplementary Planning Document (or subsequent replacement equivalent terminology) and 
should include a design code to be considered and adopted by West Lindsey District 
Council.    



Areas of outstanding disagreement 
Airspace 
Summary of DIO position at Reg. 19: The DIO disagree with the inclusion of the airspace 
and the requirement to understand the value of the airspace as part of the policy and to be 
considered as part of the master planning process. The use of the airspace does not require 
planning consent and therefore cannot be controlled by Policy S75.  

Summary of WLDC/CLJSPC position: The airspace known as R313 above the site is of 
national importance as it provides the protection for the airspace used for RAFAT practice, 
essential to the existence of the team, and is protected by Statutory Instrument.  It is 
understood that no suitable alternative airspace has been identified for use by RAFAT. Until 
such alternative airspace is identified and secured it is highly likely that the Red Arrows will 
continue to use this protected air space to train.  Whilst the site is expected to be sold 
without encumbrance clearly the on-going use of this airspace will have safety and amenity 
implications for any development on the ground.   

Essentially it is considered to be important for the future use of this site that the future of the 
airspace to be understood to inform what goes into the Master Plan, not to unduly restrict or 
delay work on it. 

Summary of agreement reached: It is agreed that should the airspace continue to be used 
this may impact on the design, layout and uses on part of the site. It is also agreed that the 
airspace may give rise to opportunities on the site but that this need not limit the work on the 
Master Plan, but that a fuller understanding should be achieved to inform it.  It has been 
agreed that some amendment to the policy would satisfy all parties, see below.  
 
Detailed Master plan Requirements & Site Opportunities Framework (Fig. 2) 
Summary of DIO position at Reg. 19: The DIO would prefer the inclusion of greater detail 
in Policy S75 on the quantity and types of use within the requirements of the Master Plan, 
including (but not limited to) the potential for residential, employment and cultural uses 
(subject to relevant planning considerations being addressed in due course).   

Summary of WLDC/CLJSPC position: CLJSPC and WLDC are clear that without evidence 
and a good understanding of the full opportunities and constraints of the site that providing 
greater detail on an acceptable mix of use would be inappropriate and potentially mislead 
purchasers of the site on future acceptable uses.  It is considered that the policy and 
requirement for a detailed future master plan provides the correct framework for securing a 
deliverable site whilst managing expectations prior to a full understanding of constraints on 
the site being established.  As such it is too soon to present a detailed site opportunities 
framework. 

Summary of agreement reached: It has been agreed that it would be challenging at this 
time to develop the level of detail being sought and as such it is agreed that it is more 
appropriate for this to be agreed through the Master Plan process.  

 

  



Summary position on Policy S75 

Through discussions between WLDC, CLJSPC and the DIO it has been agreed that some 
minor revision to the policy will remove the objections made at Regulation 19 to Policy S75.  
This revised wording is provided below: 

POLICY S75 
RAF Scampton is identified as an opportunity area and is defined on the Policies Map as 
ROA10. This policy is in place to safeguard RAF Scampton in the event that the Ministry 
of Defence withdraw from the site and to provide a framework to help ensure any 
redevelopment is sustainable and holistically planned.  
 
 
The preparation of a masterplan Supplementary Planning Document in conjunction with, 
and for approval by, the District Council will be required prior to a planning application 
being submitted. Major development proposals on the site not detailed in a masterplan, or 
any proposals that will result in a conflict between uses, safety concerns in connection 
with the ongoing use of the site or the airspace, or which delivers substandard 
development will not be supported. 
 
The site masterplan will be expected to:  
 

a) Set out the layout, mix and scale of uses, including the relationship with existing 
uses;  

b) Establish design parameters in relation to building heights, materials, landscaping, 
circulation, key features and views, and the navigation and connectivity through 
the site;  

c) Assess impacts on the landscape and views and proposed mitigation to make any 
impacts acceptable;  

d) Detail the delivery of an adequate amount and range of infrastructure to support 
the community on the site to be delivered in tandem with or ahead of development;  

e) Provide a detailed transport assessment including the delivery of sustainable 
transport and active travel to be incorporated in the scheme linking the new 
settlement with other key settlements including Lincoln, that will ensure that 
reliance on the private car is minimised on the site;  

f) Evaluate and fully understand the significance and character of RAF Scampton, 
including both its historic layout and individual buildings and structures – with 
proposals for the site retaining and reflecting the historic character of the site, 
preserving and enhancing heritage assets and their settings as part of any 
scheme;1  

g) Be supported by a site-specific energy and embodied carbon strategy for the site 
which investigates the opportunities on the site to deliver net zero carbon 
development including the potential to offset the energy use of existing homes on 
the site  

h) Detail the engagement that has taken place with the community and necessary 
infrastructure providers and how any necessary mitigation identified has been 
incorporated in the masterplan; 

i) Demonstrate that adequate utilities provision can be achieved to support the scale 
of development proposed;  

j) Identify how the scheme will integrate with the existing community;  
k) Demonstrate any ongoing use or operation at the site or in the airspace and 

provide a full assessment of how this use will be compatible with the proposals and 

 
1 The RAF Scampton Historic Characterisation document produced in 2004 provides a useful starting point for 
this - https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/raf-scampton-historic-characterisation/ 

https://gbr01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fhistoricengland.org.uk%2Fimages-books%2Fpublications%2Fraf-scampton-historic-characterisation%2F&data=05%7C01%7CMatthew.Ellis116%40mod.gov.uk%7C53b8dec68be5429e00ff08daab9d0602%7Cbe7760ed5953484bae95d0a16dfa09e5%7C0%7C0%7C638010988159880799%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=qjP1AvJigiz5NV0sHmTndr5cUZXz46pEuH3LmqdSBWY%3D&reserved=0


will not hinder its deliverability or sustainability or result in any safety or amenity 
concerns; 

l) Set out details of phasing of development and infrastructure and construction 
management plans including assessment of the impact of the community;  

m) Provide a clear demonstration that the proposed scheme will be deliverable and 
viable;  

n) Detail how the scheme will satisfy the policies of the Development Plan; and  
o) Demonstrate how the scheme will protect and enhance the natural environment 

and ecological networks by achieving net gains in biodiversity.  
 
Development proposals on the site that are consistent with the approved masterplan will 
be supported. 

 

Other Policy Comments 
Policies with no dispute: 
Policy S2: Growth Levels and Distribution 
It is agreed between parties that there are no objections to the approach taken in Policy S2. 

Policy S42: Sustainable Rural Tourism 
It is agreed that there is an opportunity for tourism within the site following a 
comprehensively master planning exercise.  

Policy S47: Accessibility and Transport  
It is agreed that new development should include accessible modes of transport in line with 
Policy S75. 

Policy S57: The Historic Environment 
It is agreed that policy S57 is sound and justified and will provide the appropriate protection 
to heritage assets across Central Lincolnshire. 

Policies with outstanding disagreement: 
Policy S1: The Spatial Strategy and Settlement Hierarchy & Policy S4: Housing 
Development in or Adjacent to Villages 
Summary of DIO position at Reg. 19: The DIO consider that RAF Scampton being 
identified as a medium village within the settlement hierarchy within Policy S1 is at odds with 
Policy S75.  In relation to Policy S4 the DIO believe greater flexibility should be given within 
the policy to allow more than limited growth within RAF Scampton and avoid conflict with 
Policy S75. 

Summary of WLDC/CLJSPC position: RAF Scampton being identified as a medium village 
is based on established methodology which clearly defines this as being a village with 250 to 
749 residential dwellings at 01st April 2018.  According to the Settlement Hierarchy 
Methodology Report (document ref STA006) RAF Scampton had 449 residential units in 
2018 which is why it’s defined as a Medium Village within Policy S1.  It is Policy S75 which 
provides the opportunity for RAF Scampton to be redeveloped and in order to do that a 
number of requirements should be met, including the production of a Master Plan.  
Therefore, if there were no Master Plan to come forward under Policy S75 RAF Scampton 
any future residential growth would be assessed against Policy S1, S4 and any other 
relevant policies.  To treat the residential area of RAF Scampton any differently would be 
inconsistent with the rest of the Local Plan and therefore not justified.   



As such CLJSPC and WLDC consider that there is no conflict between Policy S1, S4 and 
S75.  Policies S1 and S4 relate to the residential area of RAF Scampton.  Where the 
requirements of S75 were not met and no Master Plan for future sustainable development 
were developed, it would not be appropriate nor justified for the residential area to be subject 
to more growth than any other medium village across Central Lincolnshire.    

Summary of agreement reached:  It is agreed that, based on the methodology applied in 
this policy, RAF Scampton is a medium village, however this does not introduce a cap to 
master planned development at this site as Policy S1 & S4 should be read in conjunction 
with S75. The quantum of development ultimately achievable at RAF Scampton will be 
agreed through the masterplanning process.  

Policy S7: Reducing Energy Consumption – Residential Development & Policy S8: 
Reducing Energy Consumption – Non-residential Buildings 
Summary of DIO position at Reg. 19: The DIO believe that RAF Scampton should be 
allocated to a different value zones in relation to both Policy S7 and S8 because of the 
constraints on site (most notably the need to ensure the restoration and/or future sustainable 
use of on-site listed buildings). 

Summary of WLDC/CLJSPC position: The value zones behind these policies were 
established as part of the Whole Plan Viability Assessment which was undertaken utilising 
established methodology from the current Viability PPG, and is based on evidence.  As such 
the geographical areas in which the values zones are associated are based on a full market 
assessment of values and costs.  RAF Scampton is within the Lincoln Strategy Area which is 
a buoyant housing market area due to its proximity to the City of Lincoln.  Whilst it is 
accepted there remain unknown costs associated with the redevelopment of RAF Scampton, 
the CLJSPC and WLDC consider that, in line with the PPG, land value should be adjusted 
accordingly to take account of these costs and should not be used to reduce policy 
requirements.   

Summary of agreement reached: It is agreed that there may be site-specific challenges at 
this site and also, given the size and specific context on this site, potential for opportunities 
that are unique in delivering net zero carbon development on this site in a different manner 
than proposed in this policy.  It is agreed that the DIO, WLDC and CLJSPC will work 
together through the master planning process to produce an energy and embodied carbon 
strategy for the site to progress these opportunities with a shared goal of delivering carbon 
net zero on the site including investigating the potential to offset the energy use of the 
existing properties on the site. Part g of Policy S75 has been amended to reflect this 
agreement. 

Policy S11: Embodied Carbon 
Summary of DIO position at Reg. 19: Policy S11 should provide more flexibility and 
remove presumption against demolition. 

Summary of WLDC/CLJSPC position: The policy seeks to ensure where practical and 
viable opportunities are taken to reduce the embodied carbon in a development.  The policy, 
whilst promoting presumption against demolition, does provide a clear basis on which an 
exception to this may be considered.  It is considered this policy is sound and justified and 
provides appropriate adequate flexibility allowing an appropriate master planning process to 
take place and sustainable development to be delivered. 

Summary of agreement reached: It is agreed that there may be site-specific challenges at 
this site and also, given the size and specific context on this site, potential for opportunities 



that are unique in delivering net zero carbon development on this site in a different manner 
than proposed in this policy.  It is agreed that the DIO, WLDC and CLJSPC will work 
together through the master planning process to produce an energy and embodied carbon 
strategy for the site to progress these opportunities with a shared goal of delivering carbon 
net zero on the site including investigating the potential to offset the energy use of the 
existing properties on the site. Part g of Policy S75 has been amended to reflect this 
agreement. 

Policy S22: Affordable Housing 
Summary of DIO position at Reg. 19:  RAF Scampton should be allocated to a different 
value zone because of the constraints on site (most notably the need to ensure the 
restoration and/or future sustainable use of on-site listed buildings). 

Summary of WLDC/CLJSPC position: The value zones were established as part of the 
Whole Plan Viability Assessment which was undertaken utilising established methodology 
from the current Viability PPG.  The geographical areas of the values zones are based on a 
full market assessment of sales values.  RAF Scampton is within the Lincoln Strategy Area 
which is a buoyant housing market area due to its proximity to the City of Lincoln.  Whilst it is 
accepted there remain unknown costs associated with the redevelopment of RAF Scampton, 
the CLJSPC and WLDC consider that, in line with the PPG, land value should be adjusted 
accordingly to take account of these costs and should not be used to reduce policy 
requirements.   

Summary of agreement reached: It is agreed that any affordable housing requirements will 
be considered as part of the Master Plan and viability process.    

Policy S28: Spatial Strategy for Employment & Policy S33: Non-designated 
Employment Proposals within Identified Settlements 
Summary of DIO position at Reg. 19: Greater flexibility should be given in Policy S28 to 
avoid conflict with Policy S75. 

Summary of WLDC/CLJSPC position: The CLJSPC and WLDC do not consider there to 
be a conflict between Policy S28, S33, and S75.  Policy S28 relates to the spatial strategy 
for employment and is based on clear evidence and established methodology.  Currently 
RAF Scampton does not meet the criteria as set out in Policy S28.  Should the requirements 
of S75 not be met and no Master Plan for future sustainable development were to be 
developed, it would not be appropriate nor justified for the site to be included within the 
spatial strategy for employment.  Equally, given the uniqueness of the site, the heritage 
value and scale of the site it would not be appropriate to allow piecemeal and fragmented 
development to come forward, which could be to the detriment of future Master Planned 
development proposals.  As such it is imperative that the requirements of Policy S75 are 
satisfied prior to development taking place and all development is considered as part of a full 
Master Plan process.   

Summary of agreement reached: It is agreed that the most appropriate approach to 
defining quantum of development and uses across the site is through the master plan 
process. 

Policy S35: Network and Hierarchy of Centres & Policy S40: District, Local and 
Village Centres. 
Summary of DIO position at Reg. 19: The DIO seek greater flexibility in both policies to 
allow small scale retail or creation of a village centre if first a Master Plan is produced. 



Summary of WLDC/CLJSPC position: Policy S35 doesn’t support the provision of new 
centres outside of the hierarchy and SUEs.  However, there is an opportunity for CLJSPC to 
consider, in addition to these identified centres, new district and local centres will be 
delivered at the SUEs as detailed in Policies S69-S71 and may be delivered in the 
redevelopment of RAF Scampton in accordance with Policy S75. Such provision must be 
appropriate in scale and location to the need of the areas they serve. The development of 
new centres will be required to consolidate and enhance the existing network and hierarchy 
of centres and not harm their vitality and viability. 

Summary of agreement reached: It is agreed that the most appropriate approach to 
defining quantum of development and uses across the site is through the master plan 
process.  
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Policy 23: Eastern Gate Opportunity Area 

 
Development proposals within the Eastern Gate Opportunity Area, 
identified in Figure 3.9, will be supported if they enhance the character 
of the area, improve connectivity and increase activity. 
 
The character of the area will be enhanced by developing buildings of a 
scale and massing that respond to context and reflect the predominantly 
residential nature of the area (building heights are indicated on Figure 
3.9). New visual and physical connections to well-loved buildings, 
spaces and between the north and south side of Newmarket Road 
should be created, along with active street frontages at ground floor 
level. Where redevelopment occurs, opportunities should be taken to 
provide a mix of uses, including residential uses on upper floors. 
 
Development proposals will deliver coordinated streetscape and public 
realm improvements to streets and junctions within the Eastern Gate 
area which comply with the requirements set out in the Eastern Gate 
Area Development Framework Supplementary Planning Document and 
which:  
 
a. take an approach to street design consistent with Manual for Streets 

1 and 2 and their successor documents, creating a low-speed traffic 
environment to restore the balance between people and vehicles; 

b. emphasise ‘place making’ over vehicle movement, in particular at 
junctions, through the use of tighter geometry and radii, to reduce 
speeds and to reclaim public space; 

c. re-establish historic routes and create clear gateways/entry points 
into existing residential neighbourhoods; 

d. create a more comfortable and simplified pedestrian environment 
through provision of more generous pavements and street trees, 
removal of pedestrian guardrails and unnecessary signage, and 
introduction of more direct crossings that respond to key desire lines; 
and 

e. use an appropriate and durable palette of materials. 
 
The following key projects will be delivered through development 

proposals and in accordance with criteria a–e: 

 
f. Elizabeth Way roundabout – removal of the pedestrian underpass; 

creating pedestrian/cycle movements at grade; remodelling to 
provide a more land efficient design to reclaim an area for a new 
public urban space and to allow built form to define this important 
gateway into the city; 
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g. Newmarket Road and East Road – revision of the approach to traffic 
management and highway engineering to create a high quality street 
environment, including continuous cycle lanes; 

h. East Road/St Matthew’s Street junction – remodelling to include new 
direct pedestrian/cycle crossings; 

i. Newmarket Road/Coldham’s Lane junction – remodelling to include 
new direct pedestrian/cycle crossings; and 

j. New Street and Harvest Way – two-way traffic flows and design of 
on-street parking as an integral component of the streetscape. 
 

Supporting text: 

 
3.92 The Eastern Gate Opportunity Area stretches from the Crown Court and 

Elizabeth Way roundabout to the beginning of the Newmarket Road 
retail park and is currently undergoing significant change. The large-
scale highway interventions of the 1970s, the application of standard 
highway engineering solutions and the construction of unsympathetic 
bulky buildings that do not relate well to the public realm, particularly 
along the key arterial route of Newmarket Road, have eroded the quality 
and character of the area and created barriers between neighbouring 
communities. Despite these challenges, attractive, well-established 
spaces and neighbourhoods with a strong sense of community still exist 
in the area surrounding the Eastern Gate. The Council produced the 
Eastern Gate Area Development Framework Supplementary Planning 
Document (SPD) in 2011 after extensive consultation with local 
residents and other stakeholders, and this document has been used to 
inform this policy. The SPD still forms a material consideration and 
accordingly the further information and concepts contained within it 
should be referred to when considering development in this Opportunity 
Area. 

 
3.93 The vision for the Eastern Gate area is to reconnect people and places 

and it is focused on regenerating and transforming this key approach to 
the city through high quality development coupled with a series of key 
projects.  Opportunities for improving the area by successfully 
integrating new development and for rediscovering and realising the 
potential of underused spaces, exist throughout Eastern Gate. The five 
key public realm and infrastructure projects identified in the policy and in 
Figure 3.9 will address the problems associated with the congested 
roads and junctions, and will help to integrate currently separated local 
communities. Appropriate storey heights are shown in Figure 3.9. For 
example, 3–4 + 1 means that developments of three to four storeys in 
height are likely to be appropriate, with the opportunity for an additional 
top storey set back from the building frontage. Any proposals that seek 
to exceed the storey heights set out in Figure 3.9 will need to be tested 
in a robust way, and applicants will need to demonstrate through 
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accurate 3D computer modelling that their proposal will not unacceptably 
impact upon the surrounding context. 

 
3.94 The key projects outlined in the policy and in the SPD combine to form 

a well-considered and comprehensive approach to improving the public 
realm and character of the Eastern Gate by setting out the expectations 
for redevelopment in the area. A revised approach to street design, 
which creates a low-speed environment that helps to create safer, more 
active, sociable and inclusive streets is crucial to the overall success of 
the area. It is expected that planning obligations from the redevelopment 
of sites within the Opportunity Area will help to fund the key public realm 
projects identified above. 
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Policy 24: Mill Road Opportunity Area 

 
Development proposals along Mill Road Opportunity Area, identified in 
Figure 3.10, will be supported if they add to the vitality and viability of the 
street and protect and enhance its unique character, including the 
development of arts and cultural facilities. Allocated sites with the 
potential to deliver new development include 315–349 Mill Road and 
Brookfields, Mill Road Depot and the Travis Perkins site on Devonshire 
Road.   
 
To support the interests of Mill Road’s characteristic smaller 
independent traders, there should be no amalgamation of units, unless 
there are exceptional circumstances or it can be shown that this would 
add to diversity, vitality and viability (see Policy 72). The Council will 
support proposals to improve and refurbish existing retail units and shop 
frontages. 
 
To strengthen the distinctiveness of Mill Road and ensure its long-term 
success and viability, development proposals will deliver a series of 
coordinated streetscape and public realm improvements which: 
 
a. take an approach to street design consistent with Manual for Streets 

1 and 2 and their successor documents, creating a low-speed traffic 
environment to restore the balance between people and vehicles; 

b. emphasise ‘place making’ over vehicle movement, in particular at 
junctions, through the use of tighter geometry and radii, to reduce 
speeds and to reclaim public realm; 

c. create a series of  public realm improvements based around junctions 
and crossings in the road network, which respond to key spaces and 
buildings; 

d. create clear gateways/entry points into existing and new residential 
neighbourhoods; 

e. create a more comfortable and simplified pedestrian environment by 
providing improved pavements and more direct crossings that 
respond to key desire lines; and 

f. use an appropriate and durable palette of materials. 
 

Supporting text: 

 
3.95 The Mill Road Opportunity Area sets out a new policy approach to Mill 

Road in order to maintain and enhance the distinctive and historic 
character of the area. It also sets out opportunities to improve the public 
realm along Mill Road. Mill Road has its own character with a diverse 
range of shops, high quality historic environment and sense of being a 
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distinctive local community. Mill Road has two district centres, providing 
a range of shops and services either side of the railway bridge. The 
majority of the Opportunity Area also falls within the Mill Road 
Conservation Area. 

 
3.96 Mill Road is characterised by its large number of diverse and 

independent retail traders, which lend the area a cosmopolitan feel. 
There are a wide range of restaurants, cafés and hot food takeaways, 
particularly west of the railway bridge, which add to its viability but which 
can also lead to amenity problems. There are also a number of antique 
and bric-a-brac shops and the market at Hope Street, which add to the 
rich diversity and uniqueness of the area. The policy seeks to safeguard 
the independent, cosmopolitan feel of the street. 

 
3.97 Surrounding the street are terraced residential streets, some of which 

have a high population of students or shared households. There is a real 
sense of community in the Mill Road area, and events such as the Winter 
Fair attract large numbers of people each year.   

 
3.98 Mill Road is an extremely busy, narrow road and there are conflicts 

between cars, buses and cyclists. In places, the pavements are narrow 
and cluttered with signs, lampposts and parked bicycles, making it 
difficult to move along them, particularly with a pram or for those who are 
disabled. The policy seeks to encourage improvements to the public 
realm and ensure that any development proposals in the area contribute 
to them. It could, for example, be a specific landscape treatment at a 
junction to aid traffic calming and improve the environment. 

 
3.99 There are a number of sites with potential for redevelopment for 

residential uses, these include 315–349 Mill Road and Brookfields 
(R21), Mill Road Depot (R10) and the Travis Perkins site on Devonshire 
Road (R9). 
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